Please find below a summary of actions taken or initiated by the State Medical Board of Ohio in August 2016 and an update of Board matters pending or decided in courts as of August 10, 2016.

PRE-HEARING SUSPENSIONS

**BANGERT**, Michael Theodore, MD (#35.123521)—Troy, Ohio

Pursuant to Section 4731.22(G), medical license summarily suspended based on Board’s determination that there is clear and convincing evidence that doctor is in violation of Section 4731.22(B)(19), Ohio Revised Code and that his continued practice presents a danger or immediate and serious harm to the public. Order effective 8/1/16. (See also: Citations/Proposed Denials below.)

CITATIONS/PROPOSED DENIALS

**BANGERT**, Michael Theodore, MD (#35.123521)—Troy, Ohio

Based on allegations that doctor is unable to practice according to acceptable and prevailing standards of care without appropriate treatment, monitoring or supervision by reason of mental or physical illness. Notice of Opportunity for Hearing mailed 8/1/16.

**POLLACK**, Anna, G., MD (#35.122856)—Dayton, Ohio

Based on prior action by the Kansas State Board of Healing Arts which publicly censured the doctor’s license to practice medicine and surgery and imposed a fine and based on allegations that doctor made a false, fraudulent, deceptive, or misleading statement in the solicitation of or advertising for patients; in relation to the practice of medicine and surgery; or in securing or attempting to secure any certificate to practice. Notice of Opportunity for Hearing mailed 8/11/16.

FINAL ORDERS

**CASTILLO**, Marcio Alejandro, MT (#33.020026)—Middleburg Heights, Ohio
License to practice massage therapy permanently revoked. Based upon the massage therapist’s plea of guilty in the Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas to one count of sexual battery, a felony of the third degree. (Journal Entry—No Hearing Requested). Order effective August 11, 2016.

**FRYMAN, Ryan Steven, DO (#34.008473)—Galena, Ohio**

Osteopathic medical license suspended for at least one year following the May 11, 2016 summary suspension. All but 90 days of the indefinite suspension are stayed. Osteopathic medical license also subject to interim monitoring conditions, conditions for reinstatement and probationary terms, conditions and limitations for at least five years from the date of reinstatement. Based on the finding that doctor is impaired in his ability to practice according to acceptable and prevailing standards of care because of habitual or excessive use or abuse of drugs, alcohol, or other substances that impair ability to practice. Order effective September 12, 2016.

**GRIMES, Lindsey Marqueen, MT (#33.017464)—New Port Richey, Florida**

License to practice massage therapy suspended for an indefinite period of time with conditions for reinstatement and probationary terms, conditions and limitations established. Based on the finding that the massage therapist is impaired in her ability to practice according to acceptable and prevailing standards of care because of habitual or excessive use or abuse of drugs, alcohol, or other substances that impair ability to practice. Order effective August 11, 2016.

**HINES, Michael Lee, MT applicant—Columbus, Ohio**

Application to practice massage therapy permanently denied. Based on the massage therapy applicant’s failure to cooperate in an investigation conducted by the Board. (Journal Entry—No Hearing Requested). Order effective September 12, 2016.

**HOLLINGSWORTH, J. Derek, DO (#34.007332)—Murray, Utah**

Medical license permanently revoked and subject to a civil penalty in the amount of $20,000. Based on the prior action of the West Virginia Board of Osteopathic Medicine which suspended the doctor’s license for at least five years based in part on the determination that the doctor engaged in dishonorable and unethical conduct by attempting to maintain a pain management practice without being a licensed pain clinic. (Journal Entry—No Hearing Requested). Order effective August 11, 2016.

**TERAN MIRANDA, Carlos Gustavo, MD (#35.099330)—Merced, California**

Medical license revoked. Based on the prior action of the Medical Board of California which prohibits doctor from practicing as a pediatrician during the pendency of a criminal action based

**VOLUNTARY SURRENDERS/RETIREMENTS/WITHDRAWALS**

**DOSS, Candice Julie, LMT (#33.013816) – Miamisburg, Ohio**

Permanent revocation of license to practice massage therapy authorized by massage therapist in lieu of formal disciplinary proceedings pursuant to Section 4731.22(B)(15), Ohio Revised Code. Effective 8/10/16.

**SELLHEIM, Dawn Nicole, LMT (#33.021510) – Gahanna, Ohio**

Permanent surrender of certificate to practice massage therapy authorized by massage therapist in lieu of continued compliance with the May 11, 2016 Board Order. Effective 8/10/16.

**TREVINO, Joe J., MD (#35.025566)—Piqua, Ohio**

Permanent retirement of certificate to practice medicine and surgery in lieu of formal disciplinary proceedings pursuant to Section 4731.22(B)(19), Ohio Revised Code. Effective 8/10/16.

**CONSENT AGREEMENTS**

**BENDER, Thomas Michael, AA (#67.000178)—Wooster, Ohio**

Certificate to practice as an anesthesiologist assistant reinstated with probationary terms, conditions and limitations for at least five years based on anesthesiologist assistant’s admission that he has fulfilled the conditions for reinstatement as established by the March 2015 Step I Consent Agreement. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

**BURICK, Joseph Peter, DO (#34.002729)—Akron, Ohio**

Osteopathic medical license reinstated with probationary terms, conditions and limitations for at least one year based on doctor’s admission that he has fulfilled the conditions for reinstatement as established by the December 2015 Consent Agreement. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

**BURLAS, Regis Paul, DO (#34.002863)—Newport, Rhode Island**

Osteopathic medical license restored with probationary terms, conditions and limitations for at least five years based on doctor’s admission that he has fulfilled the conditions for reinstatement
as established by the June 2013 Superseding Step I Consent Agreement. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

CAIOLA, Christopher Philip, MD (#57.024410)—Cleveland, Ohio

Training certificate to practice medicine and surgery suspended for an indefinite period of time with interim monitoring conditions and conditions for reinstatement established. Based on doctor’s admission that he is impaired in his ability to practice according to acceptable and prevailing standards of care because of habitual or excessive use or abuse of drugs, alcohol, or other substances that impair ability to practice. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

CAMPBELL, Tony Lee, PA (50.001445RX)—Pataskala, Ohio

Certificate to practice as a physician assistant suspended for an indefinite period of time subject to interim monitoring conditions and conditions for reinstatement established. Based on the physician assistant’s admission that he does not hold NCCPA certification. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

LENTINI, Ross Rosario, MD (#35.063449)—East Liverpool, Ohio

Medical license suspended for an indefinite period of time with interim monitoring conditions and conditions for reinstatement established. Based on doctor’s admission that he is impaired in his ability according to acceptable and prevailing standards of care because of habitual or excessive use or abuse of drugs, alcohol, or other substances that impair ability to practice. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

RICHARDSON, William Stanton, MD (#35.072474)—Avon Lake, Ohio

Medical license reinstated with probationary terms, conditions and limitations for at least five years based on doctor’s admission that he has fulfilled the conditions for reinstatement as established by the May 2016 Step I Consent Agreement. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

SAQER, Rezik Abdul Aziz, MD (#35.065952)—Houston, Texas

Medical license suspended for an indefinite period of time with interim monitoring conditions and conditions for reinstatement established. Based on prior action by the Disciplinary Panel of the Texas Medical Board which temporarily suspended the doctor’s license for engaging in improper and illegal activities related to the doctor’s operation of a pain clinic, including the method and manner in which the controlled substances were prescribed and maintained. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

ZEWAIL, Aly Mohamed Aly, MD (#35.088417)—Norton, Ohio

Medical license suspended for at least 90 days with interim monitoring conditions and conditions for reinstatement established. Based on doctor’s admission that he set up surveillance equipment
in his office including public common areas and patient exam rooms which violated the AMA Principles of Medical Ethics. Agreement effective August 10, 2016.

PROBATIONARY REQUESTS AND MODIFICATIONS

ATANASOFF, Nicholas Anthony, DO (#34.007837)—Lyndhurst, Ohio

Doctor’s request to reduce the frequency of psychotherapy appointments from every month to every three months granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

BALDIE, Kevin Gordon, MD (#35.128985)--Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Doctor’s request for new monitoring physician granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Frequency and number of charts to be reviewed by monitor established.

BATRA, Devender Kumar, M.D. (#35.067462)--St. Clairsville, Ohio

Doctor’s request for approval of professional ethics and medical records courses granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

BURLAS, Regis Paul, DO (#34.002863)--Newport, Rhode Island

Doctor’s request to travel between Rhode Island and Connecticut without prior approval granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

CAMPBELL, Jennifer Carole, MD (#35.090769)--Bay Village, Ohio

Doctor’s request to reduce personal appearances from every three months to every six months, request to discontinue the chart review requirement, and to reduce required drug and alcohol recovery meetings to 2 per week with a minimum of 10 meetings per month granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

CORNELL, Clinton James, PA (#50.003493)—Loveland, Ohio

Physician assistant’s request for approval of controlled substance prescribing courses granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

HANZLIK, Shane R., MD (#57.015402)--Henrico, Virginia

Doctor’s request for approval of new monitoring physician granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Frequency and number of charts to be reviewed by monitor established.

HESLER, Brian D. M.D. (#35.121206)—Chicago, Illinois
Doctor’s request for discontinuance of requirement to keep controlled substance logs and request for approval of an electronic semi-annual appearance for December 2016 granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

**HOFF**, Elise Regine, MD (#35.082376)—Valley View, Ohio

Doctor’s request for approval of interim treating psychologist granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

**JOHNSON**, Peter Carl, M.D. (#35.066160)—Northwood, Ohio

Doctor’s request for approval of new polygraph technician granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

**LUTZ**, James Thomas, MD (#35.057139)—Cincinnati, Ohio

Doctor’s request for approval of monitoring physician granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Frequency and number of charts to be reviewed by monitor established.

**TATRO**, Michael Todd, MD (#35.081291)—Lower Salem, Ohio

Doctor’s request for approval of personal and professional ethics course and professional boundaries course granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

**VELLANKI**, Suman Chandra, MD (#35.128080)—Strongsville, Ohio

Doctor’s request for approval of new monitoring physician granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Frequency and number of charts to be reviewed by monitor established.

**WEINER**, Mark Aaron, DO (#34.005502)—Holland, Ohio

Doctor’s request to reduce the frequency of drug and alcohol testing from a minimum of four per month to a minimum of two per month and doctor’s request to discontinue the chart review requirement granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16.

**PROBATION TERMINATED**

**BORRUSO**, Courtney Dean, DO (#34.011500)—Chardon, Ohio

Doctor’s request for release from the terms of the August 13, 2014 Consent Agreement granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Effective 8/13/16.

**GIBBS**, Thomas Arthur, DO (#34.004094)—Massillon, Ohio
Doctor’s request for release from the terms of the July 13, 2011 Step II Consent Agreement granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Effective 8/13/16.

**McMAKEN, David Allen, MD (#35.060233)—Pataskala, Ohio**

Doctor’s request for release from the terms of the April 13, 2011 Board Order granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Effective immediately.

**NEUHOFF, Ronica Ann, MD (#35.067710)—Toledo, Ohio**

Doctor’s request for release from the terms of the July 11, 2012 Consent Agreement granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Effective 8/25/16.

**RYAN, Richard Joseph, MD (#35.062203)—Cincinnati, Ohio**

Doctor’s request for release from the terms of the August 10, 2011 Step II Consent Agreement granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16. Effective immediately.

**REINSTALLMENTS**

**Allen, Mark L., M.D. (#35.063078)-Poland, Ohio**

Doctor’s request for reinstatement of license to practice medicine and surgery granted by vote of the Board on 8/10/16 subject to probationary terms and conditions established by the 8/12/15 Board for. Effective 8/13/2016.

**NON-DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS**

**LOMAS, Ben, MD (#35.044297)--Lawrenceburg, Indiana**

Permanent surrender of license to practice medicine and surgery authorized by doctor in lieu of continuing compliance with the terms of the August 12, 2015 Consent Agreement. Effective August 10, 2016.

**COURT ACTIONS**

**ANGERBAUER, Steven Ralph, MD applicant—Salt Lake City, Utah**

Notice of Appeal of the July 14, 2016 Order of the State Medical Board of Ohio filed with the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas on July 27, 2016.

**deBOURBON, Ernest Bitela, III, MD (#35.073780)--Plain City, Ohio**
Notice of Appeal of the July 27, 2016 Order of the State Medical Board of Ohio filed with the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas on August 2, 2016.

**LANDRY, Kristen Gabrielle, MD (#57.025517)—Columbus, Ohio**

Notice of Appeal of the July 27, 2016 Order of the State Medical Board of Ohio filed with the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas on August 2, 2016.

______________________________________________________________________________

Please note that revocation and suspension Orders are not always effective immediately. If you have questions about effective dates or conditions governing a doctor’s practice before a Board Order takes effect, please contact the office.

Ohio law permits appeal of a Board Order to the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas. Due to this possibility and the potential for a stay that might delay the imposition of a Board action, you may wish to contact us periodically to verify a given practitioner’s licensure status.

Most current citation letters, Board Orders, consent agreements and voluntary surrenders or retirements are available on the Medical Board’s website under “Licensee Profile and Status.” If you have questions or need additional details about Citations, Board Orders, Consent Agreements, or Court Actions, please contact the Case Control Office. If you have questions regarding a probationary modification or a probationary request, please contact the Compliance Office. Our offices may be reached at (614) 466-3934.